STOKELY CARMICHAEL DRAFTED!

by Executive Mandate

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; THE man who stood before the world and pledged that he would rather go to prison than be drafted has finally been drafted! Stokely is on record as saying "Hell No! We won't go!" It takes great courage to stand up before the most powerful and corrupt regime ever known to history and refuse to be impressed into the roll of a hired killer for the International Public Enemy Number One. It is even more remarkable to find a man who is willing to step forward and be counted while the overwhelming majority of the other people submit blindly and unquestioningly to insane edicts vomited up by the rotten power structure.

When Stokely first took his stand against the draft, he was virtually the only internationally known Afro-American leader to do so. Ironically enough, now that other prominent Afro-Americans, like Muhammad Ali, Martin Luther King, and Medd Fox, have fallen in behind him, Stokely has been served with a draft notice.

CARL DOWELL, A HARDCORE BLACK PANTHER, STANDS POINT AT A BLACK PANTHER RALLY

N. RICHMOND RALLY

The people of North Richmond have the spirit of revolution. They are tired of the intolerable and inhumane conditions under which they are forced to live. They are sick and tired of being poor and powerless.

Grassroot elements of the Black Community of North Richmond have united with the Black Panther Party for Self Defense in beginning the peoples drive for incorporation.
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able, not oft), but on the Level of Counselling and Instructional staff, a greater effort would be made in the future, which brings us to the present request.

The Black Personnel Committee was formed through the persistence of the Sould Students Advisory Committee. This committee has been told, "When openings come, we have to be ready."

We know and can present qualified Black people. The only people afraid of meaningful change (not often), but on the level of Counselling and Instructional staff, a greater effort would be made in the future. It is clear beyond any doubt in my mind that these persons respect, and will continue to do so, the sentiments of the Black Community and its self-determined needs.

I, therefore, present to you, the following qualifications as a result of our efforts to make people aware of Black Consciousness. Anyone who says that Merritt College would have to go 30 years or 100 years backwards to fill these positions is as result of their lack of qualifications for the job is an unqualified-bold-faced lie!"

This proposal was unamiously approved by the Sould Students Advisory Council in its many programs, the University of California at Berkeley, and all the other programs at Merritt.

We face and must accept the fact that Black excellence, excellence in each, and every field, will be the only重要因素 in our Black Community.

When our reporter asked Brother Walton why he is doing these things for the Black Community instead of just being "The typical Negro middle class professional", Walton replied, "We are the first generation professional. We must forget that it was not for the militant "Brothers out there" that are pushing us out of the grass roots for Black consciousness, the "moderate-protestant-white-middle-class" Negro wouldn't have a thing! I haven't forgotten where I came from and I don't intend to turn my back on those behind me. This is my personal operational concept of achieving Black Unity. Can you dig it?"

It has just been learned by the Black Panther that Brother Walton will attempt to put into words his ideas for the way that the Black Community should be ahead at the American National Convention and at the Workshop Sessions July 1 and 2 at McCloud's Auditorium, 1000 Sycamore Street, Oakland. This is a call to the Black Community to support a Black Brother who is trying to destroy the Black Self-Image and begin to develop Black Leadership. The Brother who is the author of this proposal, let's not let him down. We need him and he needs us. Can you dig it?

It has been learned that Black Panther that another move has been made to snuff out the Black Community. At the time of the New York National Convention the Black College has eliminated Dean Castellino's position and appointed him to fill the vacancy created by Castellino's resignation. We suspect foul play and that the racist dogs would rather eliminate the vacuum than to have to fill it with a Black person. Their racist move, however, does not alter our position. We demand that Merritt College keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. We demand that Merritt College keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must resist to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks. Therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. We demand that Merritt College keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merritt College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position. Therefore, we of the Black Community must go to any ends and avoid Blackness in its administrative ranks; therefore, we of the Black Community must fight to keep its promise made to Black students and appoint a Black Administrator. Merrit College seemingly has no plans to fill this administrative position.